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Keynesian policy can no l9nger _in general be effective. Labour disputes may now 
depressively react upon the economic process of capitalist countries. Thus, the 
recent inflational crisis and the successive chronic depression clearly show the 
breakdown of tlie relative stability of Post-War world capitalism until the 1960s. 
They are certainly putting heavy burdens on the capitalist class. But the labour 
movement and the political party based on it are also facing in a sense more and 
more critical problems of how to overcome politically the severe ernnomic 
situation. 

Sweezy substantially correcting his former conclusion in Monopoly Capital 
wrote in 1972, "We are presently entering a period in which the working class in 
the advanced capitalist countries will once again become revolutionary" aftC'r thP 
past hundred years of non-revolutionary reformist period. "Up to now the working 
classes of the advanced C"apitalist countries have gotten off relatively ea<ily, but 
henceforth it is probable to the point of near certainty that the burdens of 
system's disintegration will fall even more heavily on their shoulders"[9). I would 
like to acknowledge that the process of world capitalism is endorsing this revised 
perspective of Sweezy's. At the same time there is no doubt that the whole 
relevancy and the task of Marxian Economics in studying the historical limitation 
of the capitalist economy, systematically, on the basis of its principles. is growing 
decisively. 
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VALUE AND THEORY OF RENT: 
PART TWO 

Robin Murray 

USE VALUE AND EXCHANGE VALUE. 

In the first part of this essay I approached the relation of capital to the land 
principally through a discussion of the form taken by this relation in the value 
sphere - namely rent. I suggested that we could only understand this form - its 
origins. its limits and tendencies - if we analysed it in terms of a) the law of value 
in the capitalist economy as a whole, and b) the contradiction between use value 
and exchange value in the landed branches of production. The second of these 
requires clarification. 

There are two characteristics which distinguish land as a· use value in the 
agricultural labour process. First it is possible for labour to produce its own means 
of subsistence on the land with few if any means of production. This poses an 
immediate challenge to a society that demands that labour be separated from its 
means of subsistence so that it is forced to sell itself as labour power on the 
market. 

Second, from the point of view of capitalist agriculture, land as a use value 
{and its twin partners, climate and present barriers to the increase in " 
output per acre. This holds for all parts of the production process. Agriculture is .,. 

a transforming industry. It has to i) create and maintain conditions for 
the transformation; ii) supervise the transformation: iii) appropriate and separate 
the transformed elements; iv) transport them. Capital's main technical problems in 
such circumstances are diminishing the production period, shortening the times 
between production periods. separating the commodities into usable forms, and 
transporting them without deterioration. In this it shares the concerns of all 
chemical industries. Unlike many chemical processes, however, agriculture has 
until recently proved remarkably resistant to major technological improvement. 

As far as the transformation period is concerned, nature and its rhythms still 
dominate; grain needs sun to grow and ripen; cows take nine months to produce a 
calf; sidcar need a full 20 years before they are ready for cutting. For most 
of the globe. winter, the drought. or the composition of the soil predude 
immediate replanting. During harvesting (separating) night and the dew interrupt 
the labour prqcess. Rubber can only be tapped between Sl!nrise C1nd 1.00 p.m. 

many parts of the agric1,1ltural process are resistant to standardisation ..J 

.. ·' 
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on(' of the basic requirements of mechanisation. This 1s particularly noticeable in 
picking - fruit, root crops, tea, coffee, tomatoes. Capital in its drive for speeding 
up its turnover time runs head on into nature's rhythms and variety, into the· 
material awkwardness of the soil. 

The consequence is that it has been impossible to produce total output on 
confined areas of similar quality. Agriculture has been extensive, covering soils of 
different fertility labour productivity and rates of return _on capital have thus 
varied between plots. 

These two characteristics of land as a use value- are1 not confined to 
capitalism. Other modes of production face the same awkwardness of nature. By 
themselves they cannot explain the forms taken by landed property under capita-
lism. What we have to analyse are the consequences of these characteristics for a 
society where the division of labour is established indirectly by the exchange of 
commodities on the market. where the commensuration of human labour takes on 
the abstract form of value, and where labour itself is a commodity. ft is to this that 
I refer when talking of the use value/exchange value contradiction. When the 
market acts as the dominant social nexus of a society, and when as a result social 
relations take the form of value, we have to ask how these forms relate to the 
many different labour processes and material products of the social economy, 
what forms of property and of productive organisation. and what contradictions. 
are thrown up as a result. 

In agriculture the institutional form of modern landed property is the expres-
sion of the contradiction between the use value of land as an element in the 
agricultural iabour process. and the exchange value form taken by social relatic•n? 
under capitalism. First. since capital's control of the means of production offered 
no barrier to labour on the land, labour had to be excluded by property rights 
which had no necessary relation to capitalist production in agriculture. From 
first then property in land, and property over the returns to capital investment on 
the land were two quite distinct forms of property relations. and this was reflected 
in twq classes - of unproductive landowners on the one hand and 
capitalist tenant farmers on the other. 

Secondly, the (use value) fact of the awkwardness of the soil when married to 
th<' (exchange value) fact that agricultural products had to be sold as commodi· 
ties at a general market pr-ice that tended to the value of production on the least 
fertile soil. meant that capitals yielded different rates of profit for reasons other 
than the investment of capital. Again the appropriation of this excess profit, like 
the property in land, could be separated from agricultural capital. and the excess 
profit could be taken - via the system of tenancy - by the unproductive land-
owner in the form of rent. The form of rent. therefore. like the form of ownership 
"modern landed property", has its material basis in the contradiction between the 
use value characteristics of the land. and the exchange value characteristics of the 
market as a means of commensurating agricultural labour to total social labour 

I also argued in the first part of this essay that modern landed property was 
itself a contradictory form. It limited capital investment on the land - a limitation 
that gave rise to, among other things, absolute rent. It withheld a portion of social 
value from the fund for capital accumulation, and it limited restructuring. 

In the second part of this essay I want to examine the ways in which capital 
• has attempted to overcome the fetter presented by modern landed property, and 
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the new forms to which· these developments have given rise. My argument will be 
that - regardless of whether or not landed property stays in the hands of a 
separate class of landlords - pr6pert·r in the land will remain contradictory to 
capital as long as its material basis is reproduced. 

There are three main ways in which capital has tried to surpass the fetter of 
modern landed property in agriculture. The first is to extend geographically 
beyond the range over which the institution of modern landed property holds 
sway. The second is to transform the form of property ownership from within. The 
third is to attack the material basis of rent through increasing productivity and 
decreasing the significance of land itself as an element in the agricultural labour 
process I will deal with these in turn. 

CAPITAL AND MODERN LANDED PROPERTY 

1. Capital and the movement to new lands. 
Marx discussed landed property in a theoretically closed economy. He was 

concerned with the economic forms which arose where landed property did not 
1 exist. This ruled out cases. such as that of the early colonies. where it did not. 

When we come to analyse the relationship between capital and landed 
property in the long term. however, we must recognise that the assumption of a. 
closed economy is no longer adequate. There have always been wide areas of the 
globe - on land. at sea. in wastes and marshes - where landed property has not· 
been established. These areas have been separated from the capitalist spheres of 
production by the barriers of nature. At certain periods distance, inaccessibility, 

. climate. even disease have conferred realism on the assumption of a closed 
economy. But the development of technology presses against these barriers, open-
ing up the new lands to capital. 

Capital in its turn has always shown a tendency to expand to these new lands 
One reason is that in doing so capital can escape the shackles ·of rent on the old 
lands The drive is based on the avoidance of rent. A second impulse, however. is 
founded not on the avoidance of rent but on its appropriation. Any extension of 
capital and its attendant social relations will require. too, the extension of landed 
property. The experience of Mr Peel at Swan River testifies to this. In surpassing 
landed property capital is forced to create it anew. It acts as a vanguard for the 
territorial expansion of landed property Herein lies the incentive. For any body 
which can lay claim to the new· land and establish the rights of landed property 
upon it. thereby becomes a landlord and a potential recipient of rent. This second 
incentive for expansion I will call the drive for founder's rent. 

The term "founder's rent" has an affinity to Hilferding's concept of founder's· 
benefit. which he used to describe a parallel situation arising from the centralisa-
tion of industrial capital. Large capital. he suggested. would buy up small firms at 
·a price reflecting the latter's expected profitability at the old level of organisation. 
Jt. would then re-organise (centralise) them. raising their level of productivity and 
future profitability, and then realise the increase of value by issuing shares. The 
capital payment for these shares he cc:lled the founder's benefit, and it could be 
seen as the capitalised form of industrial superprofits. 

A similar benefit is open to those who can establish the rights of landed 
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property on new land. In this case the benefit will result from the new proprietor"s 
access to rent. This rent may be of two kinds: absolute or differential. Absolute 
rent on new land, however, is dependent on the absence of further.new land at the 
given le,;el of technology. If further land is available we can expect new capital to 

in and equalise profit rates in agriculture and industry. The new landed 
proprietor will be unable to establish his control as a fetter. But if no further land is 
available, and if the product of the new plot can be sold above its price of produc-
tion without cutting out the previous marginal plot. then even the new proprietor 
will enjoy absolute rent. Tlie greater the monopoly on the new land established by 
the extending capital, the greater the likelihood of earning ao'solute rent by virtue 
of its new proprietorial rights. 

Secondly, the new proprietor may derive his benefit from privileged access to 
differential rent. This occurs where the new land is more productive. and is 
introduced into commodity production as an intra-marginal plot. The situation is 
shown in Figure 1. Here we have three pieces of land with different productivities 
yielding outputs AB, CD and EF respectively, at prices of production OA, PC and 
QE. For the moment we will assume away absolute rent for the sake of simplicity. 
New land is now introduced which produces at price of production QH. Price falls 
from K to J (against the Ricardian trend) but rent remains constant (since KEDJ = 
DGlH). Capital, however, instead of having to yield up KEJD to the old 
proprietors, now itself appropriates DGIH. 

Figure 1 
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Not only can new lands earn differential rents. it is probable that they will do 
so. There are a number of reasons for this: 

(i) Agriculture can be organised on new lands in an optimal manner. All the 
difficulties of restructuring that we noted in the case of agriculture are absent in 
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new lands held Siles and shapes can be suited to the current level of agricultural 
technology, agricultural steadings can be laid out according to the most recent 
dictates of time economy, the size of the farm itself will be geared to the best use 
of fixed capital, particularly implements, and the available labour. 
(ii) The farmers themselves are likely to be modern farmers, pioneers. 

(iii) The land may have a certain stored up fertility where it has not been 
submitted to intensive cultivation (the same holds with forests and minerals). 
(iv) Where the new holdings are sited in densely populated pre-capitalist subsis-
tence areas. wage labour is likely to be potentially cheap since part of the subsis-
tence costs may be carried in the pre-capitalist area. This is the case in southern 
Africa. Where the new holdings are in sparsely populated areas, wages can still be 
kept relatively low by suiting the "demographic composition" to the need of 
agricultural wage work.[1 I The dependent: active labour ratio will be low, there 
will be an absence of the non-productive apparatus that is a feature of established 
agriculture (think of the employment composition of a southern Italian town or an 
old English village - the church, the state, quite apart from the retinues of the 
rentiers). This is the case of the areas of new settlement in the 19th century, North 
America. Australasia. 
(v) The new settlers are liable to have a strong say in if not control of political 

power which will influence both the political control of labour (restricting the land 
rights of African peasants, "decomposing" farm labour) and limiting state taxes 
(and thus post-tax profitability). 

There are many examples of the intra-marginality of new lands. In the Middle 
Ages, first the Cistercians and then the Carthusians converted extra-marginal lands 
into new lands yielding differential rent. The lands were granted by landlords to 
these monastic orders because of their low fertility and isolation. The orders were 
able to improve productivity for mainly organisational reasons (wide networks of 
inter-connected monastic holdings. centralised organisational structure, consider-
able geographical travel, literacy, work discipline), and had a labour force with 
minimal subsistence requirements (the lay brothers) [21 The great Jesuit holdings 
in 18th century Colombia owed their advantages to similar features of religious 
organisation. 

In the 19th century the development of the great plantation economies on 
"new lands" (new to capital that is) allowed a topographical and social organisa-
tion of production which would have been impossible within the property and 
political institutions of an established capitalist order, while 20th century agri-
business is similarly benefitting from its "new settlements" in Senegal, and Kenya, 
in Brazil, Bolivia and Honduras. The balance between the potential rent and the 
capital cost of opening up the new land will constitute "founder's rent". When this 
rent is capitalised either in the sale of the newly privatised land, or in the form of 
thP floating of a share issue on the capital market, we may speak of landed (as 
against industrial) founder's benefit. 

Now if the above argument holds, we have a material basis for the inherent 
impulsion in capitalism for geographical extension and capitalist incorporation. It 
is an impulsion which is not related to underconsumption, or disproportionality, 
or the falling rate of profit, or even the search for specific use values. It is derived 
from the relation of capital to the institution of landed property, and represents an 
attempt by capital to surpass the disadvantages of this relation extensively. 

_______ ----
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In having this outward drive capitalism is not unique. Feudalism was at its 
core a spatially expansive mode of production. The great slave empires w(/re 
themselves the result of the expansion of the slave mode of production The con-
temporary Eastern European regimes. notably Russia, have extended to "new 
lands" as part of their transformation of agriculture. All these examples ?f 
territorial expansion have been "lumped together with capitalism by some authors, 
under the undifferentiated heading of imperialism. For the vulgar. imperialism is a 
common characteristic of all class societies and is explained by common causes. I 
have argued, however. that capitalist expansion is rooted (in part at least) to the 
contradiction of two structures characteristic of capitalism - namely capital and 
modern 'landed property. Our task then is to trace the specific forms taken by the 
geographical expansion of capitalism, and contrast them ·with the forms of expan-
sion of other modes. 

With respect to these forms of capitalist geographical expansion I would like 
to make three points First, the major expansions tend to take the form of 
politically pre-emptive claims on particular areas well in advance of specific 
economic exploitation. 

This has been the source of debate on the causes of c.olonial and neo-
colonial expansion Immediate economic interests are set against political. 
cultural or ideological drives. If we acknowledge the role of rent. however, the 
problem is clarified. For the initial rights of landed property in general (they can· be 
allocated to particular capitalists later) .offer a founder's rent inaccessible to all 
who come after. Where modern landed property is concerned. the early bird 
catches the Once this is recognised, all other elements of colonial 
monopoly become secondary. In principle the protective elements of colonialism. 
the preferential tariff and monetary zones. the specific investment privileges and 
legal discriminations. all could be done away with as long as the landed property 
rights were still vested and secured for the colonial landlord. Hence the position· of 
the British Uberal Party on the Empire in the 1920's when they argued in favour of 
an.empire free from economic discrimination - open to all capital. national and 
in1ernational: but (a point they did not bring out) with property rights secure in the 
hands of British rentiers. From this perspective we can see why trade should follow 
the flag, and why cplonial powers are so concerned to establish an influence over 
the state as the regulator. allocator and enforcer of landed property rights. 

The second poinC about the form of expansion is concerned with the question 
of violence and its necessity in the expansion of capitalism into pre-capitalist 
areas. Barbara Bradby. against Pierre Philippe Rey, has argued against such a 
necessity and has shown how pre-capitalist areas can be broken down and incor-
porated through the mechanism of equal exchange.[)] I think her argument 
against Rey holds, but at the same time an adequate theory of rent allows us to sec 
violence as something far from accidental in the development of capitalism. Once 
the formal rights are established. they liave to be secured. This is a question of 
political power against usurpers of established rights. Secondly they have to be 
utilised and the capitalist form of agrarian (or mineral) organisation is likely· to 
come into sharp conflict with pre-capitalist forms of production. Some of the most 
p"itiless episodes have in the destruction of nomadic pastoralists. the Red 
Indians in the United States, Aborigines in Australia, the Afars in Ethiopia. In 
other areas it is small peasant agritulturalists who haye been killed, 
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converted to wage labour, left to drift to the towns. In all these instances there 
were traditional land rights but the controllers of the rights were weaker than the 
modern landed proprietors who were establishing their "rights" after expanding to 
the new lands. 

The opposition which Marx saw as characterising the landed property/ 
capital relation. the one representing exclusion and non-production, the other 
inclusion and production. the one monopoly, the other the law of value, is here 
carried over into the Rey/Bradby argument. Landed property brings with it the 
violence of exclusive rights .. but force is not the exclusive form of relation between 
capitalist and pre-capitalist modes of production. The.market violence of Bradby's 
law of value may equally reduce a pre-capitalist economy to the point where the 
conversion to modern forms of landed property can be achieved with the 
egalitarian independence of the law of contract rather than the authoritarianism of 
the gun. 

We can say something further. In the case of equal exchange, capital's 
concern is the use values it draws from the pre-capitalist area. In the case of 
property rights the concern is with exchange value. The exchange value may result 
from the introduction of capitalist relations into the production of the use values 
required. Or it may derive from rent, from the appropriation of the use value at a 
cost below the ruling world price. The factors underlying the choice between 
direct production and equal exchange will include the nature of the production 
process (raw material production will more usually be carried out through direct 
production, tree crops to which it is difficult to apply machinery will tend lo 
remain pre-capitalist or peasant-run). the density of population (it is easier to 
"clear" a sparsely settled or nomadic area for ranching or mechanised crop 
production than to transform areas of densely populated subsistence farmers). the 
availability of sufficient force to create the conditions necessary for continuous 
direct production (either provided by the producing capital, or by a colonial or 
neo-colonial state). and the availability of an adequate labour force (either from 
local sources or Imported) The conditions for direct production are th·e conditions 
for the implantation of modern landed property and the conditions for realising 
ground rent. In these cases we may expect capital to expand with force. 

A third feature of the expansion of capital concerns the division of rent after 
the incorporation of the new land. For these expansions commonly require discon-
tinuous expenditures of capital. Thus there tend to be epochs of capitalist 
expansion: the age of discoveries, the period of colonial· expansion, and the 
settlement of the Australasian or American outbacks. In some cases the necessary 
capital has been provided by private capital. through the floating of shares on the 
stock markets of the West, or more recently through the mobilisation of corporate 
funds. The 19th century railway boom was an example where railways created 
potential founder's rent. and where the railway companies attempted to appro-
priate this by the sale of land along the line of rail, and/or by rail tariffs once 
commodity proc.Juction was established. To take a more recent example, Northrup 
aircraft corporation is associated with the development of major agribusiness 
developments in Senegal, the realisation of whose value and rent depends on air-
freight of the fresh vegetables to the European market. there are similar 
linkups between and the hotel industry in new lands. ,The 
capita! which up the land will to the. fourn;ler's rent in 
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capitalised form, and if is not possible, aim to preserve monopoly concession 
rights and rates to prevent the flow of rents being captured by rival companies. 

Alternatively the new lands are opened up with the capital of the state; the 
reclamation of the polders. or of the fens of England; the eradication of malaria; 
the development of hydro-electric schemes. and of the arteries of transportation. 
Here the founder's rent is commonly ceded to a new privileged agrarian class. 
either absentee rentiers in many contemporary African situations, or capitalist 
landlords.[4) These as we would expect, are specilic: to the ruling party, 
tribal group, entourage in. po:wer; to the race - Africans were excluded from . I 
holding land within ten miles of the Northern Rhodesian line of rail during the 
colonial period; or to national rather than international capital (Britain has given 
preference to British concerns in the allocation of conce'ssions in the North Sea). If 
only "normal" profits were available. such grants would involve no privilege. It is 
the existence of founder's rent which gives them their status. 

Any general theory of imperialism should be able to explain the motive for 
expansion. the timing of expansion. the place of expansion, the forms of 
expansion, and the mechanisms of expansion. The contradiction between capital 
and landed property contributes some though not all of the explanation of these 
facts What is important for our argument, however.. is not to elaborate further on 
the role of rent and landed property in capitalist expansion, but to note firstly that 
this is one way in which capital does overcome the fe\ter, and secondly that in 
doing so it necessarily has to reimpose thar fetter in the very act of surpassing it. 
r or on new land, capital will· have the same requirements as it did on the old· 
Wage labour will be needed. created from local or imported sources. and this 
wage labour will have to be cut off from the land. At the same time capital will 
require the ordinary rights of.property to privatise the returns from its investments. 
quite apart from the concern to privatise the flow of founder's rent. Hence capital 
merely extends landed property. The fetter, in being overcome. is reposed anew 
but on a wider scale. Each extension can only offer a temporary way out of the 
contradic-tion The optimal agrarian structures developed on the new lands will 

to be optimal as technology and social relations develop Thus the creaiions 
of a;1 old Pxtemion - for example the Latin American latifundia, become the 
fetters of a later age. As such. capital's conquest of landed property by extensive 
development will alway_s. be temporary, always limited by the given area of 
"ftw;ible" land · 

2 Landed property and owner occupation 
WlwrP the transformation of production is limited by the fetter of property, 

capit.:il will tend to expand externally before attacking the internal fetter directly 
Internal areas have established economic and soc-ial structures, vigorously 
maintain!"d Extprnal areas are weaker, their freedom from modprn forms of 
property allows unrestricted topological restructuring. Yet. as I have indicated, for 
any given level of·technology, of development of the means of communication, of 
engineering, or of medicine. there exists a frontier beyond which it is difficult to 
expand. It is then that capital turns inwards. In all major capitalist countries we 
tend to get the same pattern : a period of expansion of cultivated land in the 
particul<u rnuntry, the opening up of the territory, through building roads, rail· 
yvays !Ind canals, cutting forests .. draining marshes. irrigating dry land, terracing 
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hills; foflowed by a period of institutional transformation, and even decline of the 
cultivated acreage This is the second great movement of capital against landed. 
property. 

The institutional transformation is focused on making owners into farmers 
and farmers into owners. The former, turning landlords into capitalist farmers, has 
had limited success. There are C<!ses where landlords have supervised the intensive 
application of capital on the land. The estates of the Duke of Buccleaugh in 
Scotland. run by managers and co-ordinated by agents, are a case in point. But for 
the most part. the landlords' control of property rights without obligation has 
insulated them from value and the observation of its rules. 

More significant has been the attempt - historically enforced by the capital-
ist state - to turh farmers into owners. In Britain the reform was carried out via a 
polit1co-econom1c attack on landlords through imports and taxes : forcing land 
sales to pay state debts. The effect was immediate. In 1914 about 10% of British 
land was farmed by its owners. By 1927 the figure had gone up to 36% and it is 
now about 50%.[4) In the United States the extension of owner occupation (the 
family ranch) from the North to the South was a direct result of the political defeat 
of the Southern States in the civil war. In Latin America the transformation has 
been tackled more directly through measures of land redistribution. 

The issue in all these cases is indebtedness. When owner occupation is estab-
lished through the market, the farmer is from the first burdened with debt and new 
investment is restricted. (The selling landlords have effectively capitalised future 
differential rents in the sales price.) On the other hand an owner occupier free 
from debt is likewise insulated (to the extent of his differential rent) from the law 
of value. We find the land parcellisation and bad husbandry that characterises 
many peasant societies. For this reason capital has often ensured that new owner 
occupiers are from the first dependent on credit for the payment of the land 
purchase price or some form of compensation. The state then makes good the 
limitation of capital which results by extending credit, financing part of the 
improvements itself, providing support services, and so on. 

The problem in all these cases is that an owner occupier does not face a 
barrier to the application of hi's capital. but by the same measure is in a position to 
receive the differential (and monopoly) rent over ahd above a normal rate of 
return on capital invested. This differential rent acts as a cushion against the strict 
application of the law of value. So too does the tendency for increases in 
agricultural productivity to diminish the size of holding necessary to sustain a 
family, or for members of the farmer's family, including the farmer himself, to 
supplement the farm income through wage work elsewhere. In the United States in 
1960 for example 25% of all farms were part-time (in the sense that the farmer 
worked 100 days or more outside the farm and drew mor.e income from outside 
than in) while a very large proportion of other farmers drew substantial sources of 
income from outside (Renborg, 1969, p 218). 

In Japan in 1970 where there were still nearly 7 million employed in agricui-
ture and fishing, 4 million had to find supplementary work, and 54% of agricul-
turalists' income·came from work in the towns (Halliday and McCormack, 1973, p. 
172). These and similar figures for other capitalist countries can be read as the 
capitalist degraqation of peasantry, part of the process of -proletari11nisation, 
lengthening the overall work cjay, increasing the intensity of 'labour. they 
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can also be read, from capital's point of view, in terms of the difficulty of restrur-
turing land. In the phrase of liberal economists, agriculture is an industry with 
severe barriers to exit. 

In overcoming the barrier of property by creating peasant proprietorship, 
capital finds itself in a new contradiction. For a rise in the general level of agrarian 
technology increases the need for restructuring, and expands the optimum size of 
holding. But in doing so it diminishes the minimum sJ.ze of farm necessary to 
sustain a family and thus cushions the peasantry against restructuring. The 
optimum for profit increasingly diverges from the minimum for subsisti:nce. In this 
lay the post-war problem for European agriculture. 

Not that farm expansion has been impossible. During the 30's and the second 
world war, farm structure was relatively stable. In the post-war period there has 
been a reduction in smaller farms throughout Western Europe and in the USA In 
continental Europe it is farms under 10 hectares that are decreasing in number. In 
the UK this tendency includes farms up to 120 hectares, and in the US farms up to 
200 hectares. Comparing 1900 with 1969, the number of farms in the US fell by 
35% to 3.7 millions. All categories under 260 acres declined by an average of 
44 % . The categories over 260 acres increased by an average of 53 % , and rose from 
9% to 22% of the total number of farms. There is a similar pattern if we rank farms 
by sales rather than acreage. In the 20 years between 1939 and 1959 the.smallest 
farms by sales fell from a total of 4.2m to 1.6m, or1&1% (Renborg, 1969. p. 213). 

These transformations have been brought about through agricultural price 
pressures (as in Japan). by subsidies and other incentives to amalgamation, and by 
the extension of credit to "kulaks" to enable them to expand. Yet even the evident 
movement in the concentration and centralisation of agriculture within the 
capitalist countries does not negate the severe brake which "peasant proprietor-
ship" places on the development of capitalist agriculture. To cite only one 
example: Japan had planned to reduce the number of farms to 2-3 million by 1961. 
By 1970 the target was still far off, and 5 1/2 million households continued to be 
involved in agricultuH' (Halliday and MrCormack. 1973. p 171). 

· Capital's great attempt to overcome landed property by turning landlords into 
capitalists. and tenants into owner occupiers, is subject to similar limits to its 
extensive drive. Each· 1and reform which aims to increase capital investment and 
productivity through a .Change of ownership from landlord to farmer. only succeeds 
in posing the fetter in a new form. In no way can capitalism solve the prob!em of 
landed property through the creation of an international peasantry. as some 
socialists have claimed. It merely shifts the problem to a different stage. 

3. Intensive Investment · 
The other side of capital's intensive attack is its attempt to raise the produc-

tivity of the soil. to turn agriculture into a continuous process. an open-air factory, 
where land itself would decline in importance. This attempt to loosen the bond 
between agricultural productivity and the given structures of nature has been 
decisively advanced in the period since the second world war. The main elements 
of the revolution of the productive forces are as follows:-

(i) increased size and quality of the means of preparation: giant ploughs, 
artificial insemination; 
(ii) shortening of the transformation period, through the elimination of natural 
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interruptions (greenhouses. mechanical grass driers, irrigation, artificial daylight 
for poultry) or shortening the biological gestation period (new seeds, cutting of 
tree-growing times - cocoa. rubber): 
(iii) diminishing interruptions between transformation periods (again artificial 
climatic conditions. development of winter grain, fertilisation of soil, and rotation 
to reduce fallow time). 
(iv) improved yields (hieh varieties, soil nutrients. increased litter sizes, control of 
disease through spraying, veterinary services. etc.); 
(v) mechanisation of the separation process (combines perform two separation 

processes, and can do so because of the relative standardisation of the crop; other 
crops have had to be standardised and made suitable for mechanised picking, the 
shortening of trees, new types of tomato, etc.); 
(vi) improvements in transportation speeding up all parts of the transformation 
and separating processes (rationalised field systems) and relations with the market 
(particularly important is refrigeration). 

Through the aprlication of biological science and machinery the transforma-
tion, separation and communication periods have all been reduced, and yields 
increased. While most of these changes were initiated before the war, they have 
only since been widely diffused. As a result output per acre has increased sharply. 
In the UK it rose by 50% from 1900 to the late 30's and by a further 150% from 
then to the mid &O's. Output per worker has increased even more, with 
comparable figures of 60% and 210% (Robinson, 1%9, p. 30). 

In the post-war period agricultural productivity in the majority of advanced 
capitalist countries has been rising faster than that of industry- in the US three 
times as fast during the 1950's (Schultz, 1965, pp. 70-72). In some sectors this 
reflects a move from the formal of land under owner occupation to 
a real subordination of land as a material element in capitalist production. The 
development has gone farthest in the development of synthetic substitutes for 
primary commodities: rubber, cotton and potentially sugar. In the field of live-
stork there has been the extraordinary development of the broiler industry which 
has freed chickens from the farmyard, of the pig industry, and now increasingly of 
beef. No-land methods of raising cattle have been temporarily halted by the rise of 
primary commodity prices. but already by 1972 75% of US beef was produced on 
feedlots, the largest accomodating 125,000 cattle at a time.[5) 

In other sectors land remains important as a material base, but has been sub-
ordinated to capital through standardised flow processes, and through the speed-
up of the whole time economy of production Grain crops are the most notable, as 
well as certain vegetables and fruits. For this reason capital's attack on the 
production of cattle has had the effect of substituting crops for grazing. No-land 
cattle farming does in fact require attendant corn lands (the link between the 
processes is more accurately captured in the British term, barley beef) for the 
farmer here is substituting mechanical cutting and gathering of food for the 
individual cropping of grass by the.animal. Recently capital has attempted to side-
step animals altogether as a provider of protein by the supply of soyabeans, and 
their transformation into synthetic meat. 

In all these instances the transition from the formal to real subordination of 
land has tended to move in parallel with a transition from the formal to the real 
subordination of labour. Agriculture has at last broken through into the era of 
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machino-facture. Labour is deskilled, directly subord1,nated to the interconnected 
nl<lchinery, the head now divorced from the hand and concentrated with science 
in capital and its organisation. Agricultural technical labour (sited in towns, 
universities, agricultural stations) is now married with deskilled yet specialised 
labour under the hierarchical control of capital. And with the transformed labour 
process go the organisational forms characteristic of capitalist machino-facture. 
the limited liability company. the vertically intC'grated "a_gribusiness". synthesis· 
ing, synchronising the agriculture into its later stages of processing. We find that 
90-100% of the production of deep-frozen vegetables, sugar, cotton and 
certain fruits was vertically integrated, and a major part of broiler and turkey 
production (Renborg, 1969, p. 223). Agricultural labo!Jr is increasingly indistin-
guishable from industrial labour and is socialised as such. · 

The fact remains, however, that these are still only incipier.t tendencies. They 
remain confined both by geographical area and by product. From each perspec· 
tive capital has "surrounded" the agricultural process: revolutionising t_he produc· 
tion of inputs, the processing and transportation of output, the organisation of an 
integrated line. But still for a large part of the globe, and for many commo9ities, 
the process of agricultural production remains at the stage of formal subordina· 
tion. Indeed the particular relation of land, means of production and labour in 
agriculture has meant that even this formal subordination has been difficult. The 
simple co-operation and manufacture of plantations, for example, has been the 
scC'ne of bitter struggles between' capital and labour over the latter's subordina· 
tion. This is the history of slavery, indentured labour, and pitiless colonial 
repression. It is also the material basis for the growth of colonial liberation move- · 
ments (Indonesia, Malaya) and organised working class power. In the neo-
colonial period capital has commonly settled for a putting-out system. Firestone 
were forced to parcel out their plantations to independent peasant producers in 
Liberia; Kalamazoo Spice Extraction do the same with pepper production; everi 
the new agribusiness estates in Senegal are considering this. For many commodi-
ties moreover even simple co-operation under the rule of capital was impossible. 
Capifal could adv.ise on inputs, offer credits for investment, encourage economies 
through "co-operatives". What they could not do, and still cannot do for the 
majority of the world's agriculture. is to submit these processes of production to 
the direct domination o! .capital. 

LANDW·PROPERTY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CAPITALISM 

The Neo-Ricardian theorists have tended to argue that landed property and 
the accompanying rent would diminish in significance with the development of 
capitalism. In this they were taking a position contrary to both Ricardo and Marx: 
The main threads of the argument concerned changes in relative monopoly power; 
Bortkiewicz suggested that the increase in intensive investment would lead l<? 
landlords bidding against each other, and therefore reducing rent, in order to have 
the privilege of the capital being applied on their land. Amin and Vergopoulos, as 
we have noted, both see the power of landlords declining, the former because of 
an alliance against them by capital and the working class under the umbrella of 
social democracy, the latter through the break up of esiates and the replacement 
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of large landlords with an owner occupying peasantry. These shifts in class 
alliance are reflectc>d in state policy towards agriculture, and are supported by 
direct monopolistic pressure by capital through sales of agricultural inputs and 
purchases of agricultural outputs. · 

Certainly the figures appear to support this. Rent as a proportion of agricul-
tural income declined from 31% in 1888 in France to 4% in 1962 (Vergopoulos. 
1Y74, p. 1&7). A similar decline is recorded during this century for the major 
advanced capitalist countries[&). There are other indications too: the widespread 
legislations to secure tenure. to encourage owner occupation, to tax landlords and 
break up the landed estates, the decline of demands for land nationalisation, and 
so on. 

While I would.not dispute the decrease in the relative significance of rent in 
advanced capitalist countries, the approach seems to me to suffer from the faults I 
earlier noted. of restricting analysis to the sphere of distribution without consider-
ing the developments in production. Our question should not be how does the 
proportion of rent change in agriculture with the development of capitalism, but 
rather, how does capital interrelate with the fetter of landed property in the course 
of its development. In the earlier sections I have outlined some general charac· 
teristics of this relationship. In this final section, I want to suggest certain changes 
in the relationship. 

First, with the development of intensive investment, and differential rent II, 
there is a tendency for rent to change its form, to agricultural profit interest 
paid to banks. Hence, declared rent figures must be treated with caution. One 
interesting piece of evidence which supports the view that rent has not declined in 
absolute terms is the estimate made by Jack Revell for the value of land in the UK. 
He calculated that the value of land grew from £1.3b. in 1900 to £3.6b. in 1948. In 
as much as long-term land prices reflect discounted future rents, this suggests a 
rise in rent, a rise which exceeds inflation over the period (Revell, 1967, p. 64}. 

Second, while agriculture has still to enter the era of machino-facture in many 
of its branches. the application of chemical science and machinery has undoub-
tedly countC'ra.cted the tendency of rent to rise. The circumstances are the follow-
ing. The second agricultural revolution had the greatest effect on labour produc-
tivity, but it has also increased. output per acre. The rate of increase in land 
productivity was for many products in excess of the rate of increase in domestic 
demand. and with exports limited for technical and/or political reasons, we h_ave 
seen the appearance of both surplus production (notably in grain). and a reduction 
in cultivated land area. It is this last point which is important from the point of 
view of rent. For the expansion of agricultural productivity has allowed marginal 
lands to be converted from grain to grazing, from corn riggs to rough hill, and now 
in Britain to forests Almost all· the advanced capitalist countries (as well as 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Armenia and Estonia) have shown a tendency for the 

area to decline after an earlier period of land expansion (Bicanic, 1969, 
pp. 560·565). Although we have not reached the stage when the whole of the 
English harvest can be produced in Soho Square. it can now be concentrated in the 
more "socially" fertile areas, and if these exhibit relatively small differences in 
fertility there will be relatively less differential rent. 

The increase in labour productivity, which is but a reflection of increasing 
organic composition of C(\pital on the land, will alsq h11ve the effect of reducing 
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if not eliminating absolute rent. 
This much holds for agricultural rent in advanced capitalist countries. In 

other countries, however, the case is different because the application of science 
and machinery to agriculture has been recent and limited. "They are still in the 
process of land expansion and reclamation. The inherited structures of property 
ownership stand in the way of the adoption of many of the new techniques. Given 
the extraordinarily low level of development of much agriculture in Asia. Africa, 
and even Latin America, the_ introduction of the new techniques on intra-marginal 
or new land, creates a great gulf between the least_ and1 most productive. 
Agricultural rent, and the potential founder's benefit from establishing new 
property rights for commercial agriculture. are of m'!ior importance in these 
regions, 

This is compounded by products in which an international market, and 
therefore an international determination of rent. governs the range in which the 
law of value operates. The tropical products are old examples - sugar, rubber, 
bananas. coffee. tea, cocoa. palm oil and so on. During the colonial periods these 
were organised and ruled by a metropolitan rather than a world market. In the last 
15 yt-cUs the colonial insulation has been increasingly eroded, at the same time 
revolutions in production and distribution techniques have taken place. Accord, 
ingly, the ranking of plots has been re-ordered at a world level, many new 
have been introduced, and differential rent iri some of the sectors has increased. 
These traditional products have now been joined by others whose production is 
developing at a world level rather than on a metropolitan or national scale meat 
(in which advanced capitalist countries are mostly not self-sufficient). fresh vege-
tables. haricot and soya beans. and seed production. In all these cases, rent and 
the rights of landed property remain important. Much of the development is in 
underdeveloped or still primarily agricultural countries, with international capital 
playing a leading role in operating, managing, financing, or supplying the new 
intra-marginal developments. It is the field of international agribusiness. 

The issue of agricultural rent and landed property thus diminishes with•ri 
advanced industrial countries. but ·is reproduced in the underdeveloped countries 
in a sharper form. It also takes on an increasingly international dimension. not 
only in the traditional tropical products, but in spheres in which modern techno-
logy (air transport, veterinary and breeding improvements) permits capital to 
internationalise production: Furthermore, the existence of surpluses raises the 
whole issue of internationalising "national" branches, notably in grain. The great 
American grain surplus has been seen by many commentators as a sign of the 
difficulty of restructurii1g agriculture and shifting marginal farmers from the land. 
It could equally be seen as a result of the difficulty of enforcing the law of value 
internationally, of developing international specialisation and permitting the 
"surplus" American products to outcompete the less efficient grain producers in 
the underdeveloped world. From this point 9f view we might see the American 
international grain policy as an attempt to realise rent on an international plane 
for products which within a national context are merely excess, nonvalorisable, 
supply. 

In these circumstances to portray capitalism as leading to the suppression of 
rent and landed property is misleading. What we have to trace through is the 
interrelation of rent and the law of uneven development, the internatiorlalisation 
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of landed property, and of the formation of rent. 
Thirdly, even if agricultural rent has a tendency to decrease relatively with 

capitalist development, landed property will continue to have a contradictory 
relationship with capital The difficulties of topographical restructuring will both 
limit the development of productive forces in agriculture. and maintain the 
tendency for expansion. I say this in spite of the evidence for the contraction of 
cultivated land. for the limits to intensive restructuring still leave more land 
cultivated than would be necessary if agriculture was conducted on a "rational" 
basis. Secondly, as the forces of science and machinery are applied to agriculture 
at the world level, the destruction of traditional "artisan" farms is likely to reach a 
dimension previously unknown in history. At the moment there are about 4 billion 
people engaged in agriculture, nearly two-thirds of them in the non-socialist 
world. and most of these in the underdeveloped capitalist countries. If capital 
succeeds in transforming underdeveloped-country agriculture as it has done in the 
advanced capitalist countries, nearly one billion people stand to be thrown off the 
land. The pace at which this takes place will depend on the pace of imperialist 
integration of the world market. What we do know however is that the faster that 
pace, the less will be the non-agricultural work available for those extruded from 
the land. Already the extent of under-employment in underdeveloped countries is 
one of the central political facts of to-day's world economy. The reserve army of 
the unemployed, determined now at a world level, is being concentrated in the 
underdeveloped countries. When this reserve army is swelled by the consequence 
of the agricultural revolution, the effects on the underdeveloped world will be 
discontinuous. The increasing .productivity of the land will run parallel to an 
increasing hunger and poverty of those thrown off the land. And yet the evidence 
from the advanced countries suggests that less land will be required for capitalist 
cultivation. landed property standing against labour as a bar to their access to 
means of subsistence. will now stand as a bar to the subsistence of a great reserve 
army. The process has already been on a small scale in the Highlands of 
Scotland. When set at a world level, with a magnitude so vast. the social force 
against the barrier of landed property will be as irrepressible in the countryside of 
the underdeveloped countries as it has been up to now in the towns. 

Fourthly, at the same time as we witness an internationalisation of agricul- · 
tural production, and an intensification of the issue of rent and landed property at 
the margins of world capitalism. the advanced capitalist countries, far from finish-
ing with the contradiction of landed property, see it rather displaced to the mines 
and the towns. There is a structural shift, and in both cases it is a shift to areas in 
which capital may find it less easy to surpass the barrier. 

In the case of urban property, capital faces a problem similar to that in 
agriculture. In order to eliminate rent-:- in as much as urban rent is predominantly 
determined by communications time - capital would have to be aole to repro-
duce "construction" space at the average cost of all construction in the sector. and 
at the average time-distance from the relevant urban nodes (work. city centre, 
shopping area and so on). It would have to avoid meeting increased demand by 
moving to sites of (in communications terms) lower fertility. It could only do this· if 
it: 
a) increased density per acre, either by concentrating more space In an 
acre - tower blocks, - or decreasing buildin1,i space per person 
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(replacing nodal shopping with flow line supermarkets. decreasing the size of 
office and school classrooms); 
b) improved communications time. thus allowing the margin to be extended topo-
graphically without increasing travel time; 
c) decentralising nodes. through industrial dispersion. new towns. etc. 

In all cases capital has faced limits. The limit to expanded building space per 
acre is ultimately a technological one. The increased ''intensity" of people per 
has been most successful and far reaching in retailing, a·nd in office development. 
but it now seems there are limits to further substantial improvements. In housing 
there are demands for minimum standards which run counter to capital's require-
ment. and the more efficient use of housing space per person is crucially limited 
by the continued existence of the family. As the organic composition of capital in 
the home increases. there will be ever increasing pressures to communalise usage 
in some form (consider the excess capacity in the major items of the family 
house) 

The above limits. the difficulties of restructuring commercial and residPntial 
property in the face of the barrier of landed property, have meant that rn6\t 
capitalist towns have tended to expand into "new" areas - that is, to "sprawl" 
The effects of sprawl on property values have traditionally been countered by 

improvements but again thNe are definite limits to the extent to whirh ;, 
nodal town can accommodate extra-marginal expansions. The central traffic 
points get overloaded. journey times increase with congestion. Only a complete 
re-organisation of the town on a flow line basis could avoid these congestions. 

New purpose-built towns have been designed on this But in the 
advanced capitalist countries few of these new towns have been able to break the 
established hold of the traditional cities. There is a material basis for this. There is 
a time economy in space which underlies the law of agglomeration in capitalism: 
just as the time economy of industrial production underlies the law of the concen-
tration and centralisation of capital. In both cases there are limits to decentralisa-
tiqn and decomposition. In cities these limits are determined by the extent of face-
tG-face communication required for any aspect of expanded reproduction far 
(an the telephone and letter substitute for personal meetings). and by the 
geographical and social range over which such personal meetings take place. lhus 
production tends to be more decentralised (in the suburbs. by ports, along roads) 
than department sto're and specialised shopping, central banking, !wad office 
management. state organisation (80% of Central London work is now white collar 
or servi(es) The city can extend. forming thP mod<>rn metropolitan region. where 
the geographical hierarchy, division of labour and planned co-ordination parallels 
thP technical (and political) structures of industrial production. This is not a break-
up of the city, but an expansion of its sway, and in few of these expansions has the 
property barrier not stood in the way of that comprehensive redevelopment that 
the move from nodal to flow line organisation implies. 

As a result. total journey times to centres increase, and with them the level of 
differential rents. The fact that this is a general tendency in capitalism is reflected 
m the preference for investments in urban property by insurance companies 
concerned with the maintenance' and indeed appreciation of their asset values 
over the long term (say forty years). 

With minerals. the problem is not one of technology of production. Most 
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minerals are produced with very high organic compositions of capital Rather it is 
a question of availability of resources to meet a demand which for man f th . I . f yo e 
mmera _s at a aster than the rate of accumulation. Many of the 
revolutions in the cap1tal1st labour process are only accomplished b th 

of mineral-intensive products. oil for horses, metals for 
od-b_ased fertilisers for In the advanced capitalist countries. each person 
requires on an average eight tons of steel to reproduce him/her self per annum. In 
some of the modern electronic equipment. the elements required are in even 
shorter supply than. say, oil. The problem for capital then becomes not one of 
production. but of exploration, and of developing new methods of processing 
which would allow plentiful elements to replace the scarce Wind. wave. or sun-
based power to replace fossil fuels is an excellent example of this. 

This is the area of the doomsday forecasts. the laws of economic entro f 
h h ' f ' py, 0 

t e ex ,llJst1on o natural resources Many of these analyses speak only of the use 
values involved. Our task is to trace the consequences of this limit of use values in 
a system governed by private capital and the law of value. Landed property and 
the. ex_istence of differential and monopoly rent become central to any ·such 
analysis. Hence we observe the constant search for extensive founder's benefit b 
the_ raw material companies. their collusion on monopoly 
their to attacks on their rent by the state. Unlike general agriculture. the 
raw materials industry has for many decades been international. with its science 

in t_he capitalist heartlands of the West. and its exclusive property 
rights berng appropriated and defended at the world's extremities Exploration has 
now been pushed to Alaska and Antarctica, to the continental shelves and the 
ocean bed. And following exploration has been landed property and 
force. 

Of the significance of rent there can be no doubt. The and 
development of the North Sea is hinged on the problem of rent. The expected tax 
taken from _the area by 1980 is likely to be in the region of £5 billion per 
annum, a figure which under current taxation terms leaves much rent to the oil 
companies, and which is likely to exceed the total profits from the whole f th 

··h"d ·1 h ' o e Brit1s ustria T e global significance of the oil price rise. the massive 
levyrn_g of differential and monopoly rent, the pivoting of imperialist 

policy the rise - all these have merely to be registered to make the point. 
Both m and in mineral exploitation. there will be a tendency 

for rent to _nsP with capitalist development. In the case of the former, landed 
proP,erty will also act as a fetter to the development of the productive forces 
principally because of the barrier to intensive restructuring. With minerals 
productive forces are already highly developed, and concentrated in the hands of 
international companies. Here the main contradiction does appear in the sph 

f d . "b . b h' ere o 1stn_ ut1on, ut t is must' be seen as a reflection of capital's struggle in 
production to by-pass the restricted resource, finding new techniques of recover 
new methods of transformation, and even new products which are either freei' 
available or open to appropriation at lciw cost. Y 

My last point concerns the significance of landed property for our under-
standing of the state in the contemporary world ecqnomy. In the advanced 
capitalist countries, the state's dominant cqncern is with the accumulation of 
<;a pi ta I and the reproduction of the capital-labour relation, Agricultural fandlordism 
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has been subordinated. Agricultural capital becomes one more fraction of capital 
The state's role in agriculture is not with the allocation of property rights and 
distribution of rent, but with the reduction of landed property's power against 
capital. It is concerned with growth on the land. with good husbandry and with. 
the provision of chedp means of subsistence. Only in the competition between 
national capitals does landed property and the realisation of rent becom<.> an 
important issue {the USA's attempt to realise rent by exporting grain, the disputes 
over fishing grounds, the ¢ebates on agricultural protection). . 

In urban property development, however, the state still has a considerable 
discretion over the allocation of property rights and the effective granting of 
"founder's rent". For the state controls land-use. c;;iven that sites can yield 
different levels of rent according to their use. and given that their optimum use in 
terms of the social plan for the town may change, the control of the rights qi 
restructuring ("change of use") gives the state the power to license founder's 
benefit. Planning permissions are grants to capitalised rents. reflected in the 
change of land values. l:Jntil such founder's benefits are appropriated by the stale 
through land nationalisation or the effective taxation of "betterment", there wil_I 
always be an incentive for propertied capita'! and its associates (estate agents, 
builders. engineers. road hauliers) to enter and/or control that branch of the state 
with the power of permission - namely local government No general theory of 
local government would be adequate without an explicit treatment of 
landed property ;;ind founder's rent. In underdeveloped countries, these sanw 
rights are also applicable to agriculture. For in many of them modern landed 
property has not been fully established. or if it has, it has not been established 
under national control. Thus colonial liberation is always attended by the tasks of 
redistributing.property rights. and where land is not nationalised. this always raises 
the issue of the allocation of "founder's rent". In Kenya, the first decade after 
independence was marked by the distribution of property rights to the Kikuyu and 
the appropriation of rents that ensued.[7] Preferential credit from the state has 
allowed the development of capitalist production on these lands, thus raising 
diff_erential rent. Again the concern is not solely with distribution, but distribution 
has an important place. When we add, too. the power of internal distribution 
resulting from tariff protection, preferential tax treatment and so on, we can see 
how the politics of cer.tain underdeveloped-country states turh on the issue of 
rent 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The preceding discussion suggests the following: 
1. Agriculture. urban property and mineral extraction require a distinctive 

treatment from other branches of production. Capital has been unable to break 
the dependence of production in these sectors on specific plots and. given the 
different fertilities and the non-reproducibility of land, there is no general 
tendency for value to fall to the Jevel of the least-cost producer. as there is in other 
sectors. This is one material condition for the existence of differential rent, ,rnd it 
is this which distinguishes ground rent from other- (tempprary) profits such 
as "technolo(lical rent". 
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2. I have argued that in order to analyse these sectors we require a general 
theory of the capital/land relation in addition to that of the capital/labour 
relation. but that any such theory of capital and the land rnust take into account 
not merely the characteristics of the land as use value, but as use value within 
capitalist relations of production. The capital/land relation can only be under-
stood within the terms of the capital/labour relation: the conditions of a labour 
force cut off from its means of subsistence; the circulation of agricultural outputs 
as commodities with market prices; and capital's difficulties in subordinating land 
and labour in the agricultural labour process. The form of property in land under 
capitalism is quite distinct from the forms of landed property in previous modes of 
production 

3. Property in land under capitalism is a relation of distribution rather than a 
relation of production. This particular monopoly allows the proprietor a share in 
the quantum of value produc.ed by social labour. but it is a monopoly which has 
no direct bearing on production. This explains the use of the term modern landed 
property rather than capitalist landed property. 

4. Modl'rn landed property has a contradictory relation with capital. As a 
monopoly of I.and against labour it provides a condition for capitalist production. 
but at the same time it is also a monopoly against capital. It is a fetter on capital 
and its accumulation, and this holds even where the ownership of land is in the 
hands of capitalist farmers themselves. 

5. Cilpital has tried three ways of overcoming this fetter. First it has extended 
beyond the range of existing modern landed property rights to "new lands", but in 
so doing it has had to establish these same rights as a condition for its own new 
production. It has reposed the fetter on a wider scale. Second it has tried to reduce 
the separation of ownership and production on the iand by the encouragement of 
owner occupation. This has merely displaced the contradiction from that 
landlords and capitalists to one between capital in general and many (landed) 
capitals. Third it has bombarded agricultural production with new techniques. 
raising the productivity of labour and the yield of land. This alone can erode the 
material basis of the power of landed property and the appropriation of rent. 

6. In spite of the fact that much agriculture still remains at the stage of 
artisanal production. of simple co-operation and manufacture, as does the 
building of houses. the reproduction of labour in the home, or private transporta-
tion, nevertheless capital still has the silme drive to pursue the economy of time in 
these fields. to establish machino-facture and the real subordination of labour or 
in other words to increase relative and not merely absolute surplus value. The 
capitalist laws of production apply to land-using industries as they do to all other 
sectors. One reflection of this is the tendency for concentration and centralisation 
in these industries. measured in terms of the size of capital invested rather than 
simply the topographical size of holdings. Any reforms couched in defiance of 
these laws - notably to establish a poorly capitalised. independent small farmer 
class as the backbone of productive agriculture, is already archaic and will be 
treated by history as such. 

7. Until land has been "really" subordinated, landed property and rent .will 
remain signifie<rnt. In underdeveloped countries their importance is still evident in 

In advanced capitalist countries, the intensive application of capital 
has mean\ that agricyltural rent has a) changed in form, appearing now as interest 
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and profit, and bl- declined in relative if not absolute terms. The focus of the 
contradiction between capital and landed property has increasingly shifted to 
urban land and minerals. 

8. The state has always played a central part in i) ·establishing the contrad1c-
t1on between capital and landed property - enforcing the rights of landlords 
against labour, and ii) sponsoring attempts to surpass this contradicti:>n - chang-
ing the form of landownership, controlling investment, credit, pricing and 
taxation in order to minimise the barrier posed by property to accumula·· 
tion. The state plays this part because the market is inadequate as a mechanism to 
ensure that the law of value operates. The state enters to this law. but 
being itself insulated from the discipline of the market, its actions too become 
problematic. It becomes an arena for a transparent struggle over distribution. 
state's power and its consequences in relation to rent and landed property must 
form an important part of any general theory of capitalist government, particularly 
local government. 

9. This same power must also form a part of any general theory of nation state 
rivalries, and. when coupled with the tendency (or capital to expand beyond the 
limits of existing modern landed property rights, of any general theory of 
imperialism. · 

10. the issue of distribution raised by the theory of rent must be seen 
not in the static terms of Ricardo, but in relation to the pace, form and location of 
further accumulation. This was the main argument of the first part of this essay, 
and my insistence on the importance of the concept of absolute rent. The 
argument of the second part has been that the subordination of distribution to 
production and to the requirements of accumulation has been and continues to be 
problematic. 

NOTES 

Part I of this article appeared in Capital and Class no 3. Robin Murray works 
at the Institute of Development Studies. University of Sussex. I· aimer. l3righton. 
On "demographic cpinposition" see Gramsci, 1971, pp. 280-287. 

2 Slicher van l3ath, 1963. pp. 153-155. Van Bath suggests that some of the 
Cistercian monasteries had over-expanded by the late 13th century and were 
forced to break up. On agricultural· development in medieval Europe see 
Oubuy, 1968. 

3 This is one of the functions of aid loans, to cement an alliance between intC'r-
national capital and a local propertied class 

4 for earlier figures see Yergopoulos. 1974, p. 180. The recent figure is from 
Revell. 1967, p. 324 and refers to 1961. . 

5 See the article on the largest of the beef feedlots in the USA, in Fortune, 
January 1973. 

6 See the figures in Bellerby, 1956, where he calculates the proportion of rent in 
farm income for major Western countries. The figures for rent and interest a 
proportion of net farm i}nnual average income are summarised in the accompany-
ing table: · 
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Tobie 1 
Figures in Percentages of Net Form A nnuol Average Income 

Nether-
UK Eire USA Canada lands France Sweden 

Rent c. 1910 18 n.a. 26 n.a. 34 22 n.a. 
mid 1920's 1.3 5 25 16 32 13 n.a. 
late 1930's 12 4 21 15 27 14 8 

Interest c. 1910 12 n.a. 8 n.a. 8 3 n.a. 
mid 1920's 18 14 6 10 7 5 n.a. 
late 1930's 11 10 6 9 8 7 6 

Source: B.ellerby p.205 

More recent figures confirming the decline are presented in Denman and 
Stewart, 1959. In as much as land values reflect rent, the decline in the relative 
significance of land in the total economy can be seen from figures in Revell, 
1967. The figures are summarised in the Table below: 

1900 
1920 
1937 
1948 

Land 

1.3 
2.1 
1.4 
3.6 

. Source: Revell, p.64. 

Tobie 2 
Figures in Current Prices, £billion 

All Physical Assets 

5.8 
19.4 
13.6 
18.7 

Financial 
Claims 

8.5 
16.5 
30.2 
57.2 

In 1900 "all land" constituted 22% of Physical Assets. By 1948 this had fallen 
to 12.5% and by 1958 to 9%, with agricultural land making up a third of the 
value of land as a whole ( i e. 3%). The comparable figures in 1958 for the United· 
States were almost exactly double (19% for all land, &% for agricultural land) 
(see Revell, 1967 p. 295). 

7 Leys (1975) contains a wealth of material and a strong thesis supporting a 
"landed property" interpretation of the post-fndependence period. 
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